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“An instant classic, a must-have for every tarot enthusiast, and a manifesto for insightful living.” —Chani Nicholas, astrologer and author of You Were Born for This “Generous, practical, and gently radical.” —New York Times Though tarot is often thought of as a tool for divination and fortune-telling, it also has deep roots in spirituality and psychology. For those who know
how to see and listen, the cards hold the potential to help us better navigate the full spectrum of the human experience. In Tarot for Change, Jessica Dore divulges years of hard-won secrets about how to work with tarot to better understand ourselves and live in alignment with what’s precious. Dore shows readers how to choose a deck, interpret images, and build a
relationship with the cards, while also demonstrating how the mythic imagery of tarot supports modern therapeutic concepts like mindfulness, acceptance, and compassion. Her reflections on each of the seventy-eight cards are a vibrant tapestry that weaves together ideas from psychology, behavioral science, spirituality, and old stories, breathing new language into
ancient wisdoms about what it means to be human. This is as much a book for those who are new to tarot as it is for those who have worked with the cards for years. And it's a book for anyone interested in exploring what it means to experience joy, heartbreak, wonder, stagnation, grief, loneliness, love. A book of secrets, symbols, and stories, Tarot for Change is a
charm for remembering that our problems are not new, we are never alone, and whether we know it or not, we are always in a process of change.
This all-new edition of the popular Tarot for Beginners makes it simpler and more enjoyable than ever to learn how to read and interpret tarot cards. Award-winning tarot expert Barbara Moore clearly explains every aspect of the tarot so you can perform readings with ease and confidence. Discover the core divinatory meanings of all seventy-eight cards, clearly broken
down by Major and Minor Arcana, suit, and number. A variety of spreads and sample readings will help you develop essential skills and ultimately create your own unique style. Card images are from three popular tarot decks that follow the classic Rider-Waite structure Follow easy step-by-step instructions for giving effective readings for yourself and others Learn about
reversals, symbols, interpretive techniques, tarot journaling, and much more
Best Tarot Practices is a comprehensive approach to teaching everything you need to know to read the cards for personal insight and spiritual growth, for yourself and others. Using a method that blends modern questions and answers with innovative exercises and encourages intuition, Masino empowers the reader to find their own private connection with each of the
cards, fostering a lasting and deeply personal relationship with the characters and symbols within the deck. Unlike many other beginning tarot books, Best Tarot Practices focuses not just on how to read the cards, but also on how to become a successful tarot reader--including how to handle difficult questions and messages in a reading, how to deal with needy, greedy,
or superstitious seekers, and how to make each reading accurate and personal for the seeker. Best Tarot Practices offers a step-by-step approach to understanding the tarot, from the four suits and the court cards to the Major Arcana to learning new spreads that offer guidance in becoming your own tarot master. Best Tarot Practices teaches readers how to trust what
they already know and how to share that knowledge by reading the cards for others.
Do You Want To Discover The Secrets Of Tarot Cards And Learn Everything About Tarot Art?You're about to learn brand new information about Tarot and how to use it in your everyday life.You will learn new interesting facts about Tarot history. If you want to start up with your own Tarot card reading, this book will be the perfect choice for you.Many people have a
certain desire to get to know what will happen in the future. It is a matter of fact that the aspects of life that are yet to come are fascinating. Reading Tarot cards is the most popular choice when it comes to tell the future of another person. Once you have the skills that are necessary to read Tarot cards like a professional, you can truly fascinate the people around you.
This book will guide you trough your first steps in Tarot Art and will help you to take your next steps to get even better.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Tarot - An Insight Tarot History Understanding Tarot Readings Tarot and Religion Interesting Facts about Tarot Cards Much, much more! Order your copy today!
A Modern Guide to the Cards, Spreads, and Secrets of Tarot
Tarot Deciphered
Using the Cards for Self-Care, Acceptance, and Growth
A Beginner's Guide to the Cards, Spreads, and Revealing the Mystery of the Tarot
Ancient Sources Rediscovered in Hermeticism and Cabalah
The Ultimate Guide to the Rider Waite Tarot
Mindful Tarot
Best Tarot Practices is a comprehensive approach to teaching everything you need to know to read the cards for personal insight and spiritual growth, for yourself and others. Using a method that blends modern questions and answers with innovative exercises and encourages
intuition, Masino empowers the reader to find their own private connection with each of the cards, fostering a lasting and deeply personal relationship with the characters and symbols within the deck. Unlike many other beginning tarot books, Best Tarot Practices focuses
not just on how to read the cards, but also on how to become a successful tarot reader—including how to handle difficult questions and messages in a reading, how to deal with needy, greedy, or superstitious seekers, and how to make each reading accurate and personal for
the seeker. Best Tarot Practices offers a step-by-step approach to understanding the tarot, from the four suits and the court cards to the Major Arcana to learning new spreads that offer guidance in becoming your own tarot master. Best Tarot Practices teaches readers how
to trust what they already know and how to share that knowledge by reading the cards for others.
Deeply entwined for six centuries, the art of tarot and the science of astrology have an undeniably powerful link. With this unique and user-friendly guidebook, you can easily learn to combine tarot and astrology for yourself—and expand your tarot practice while enriching
your life. Well-known tarot reader Corrine Kenner expertly teaches you everything you need to know, starting with tarot and astrology basics, the cards' archetypal symbols and imagery, the twelve signs of the zodiac, and the planets. You'll discover how every card in the
tarot deck relates to astrology, and learn to: Read tarot cards and interpret an astrological chart Recognize the twelve houses' ruling signs and planets Pair the planets, signs, and houses with their corresponding tarot cards Understand the astrological associations of
the Minor Arcana Make connections among the Court Cards, tarot suits, and the four elements Identify each card's qabalistic associations Give insightful readings for yourself and others You'll also find practical astrological spreads, interpretive techniques, real-life
examples, and sample readings for everyday people and famous figures, including Salvador Dali, Marilyn Monroe, and Prince William.
Lay your future out before you with tarot cards. Once you know how to interpret them, you can understand yourself and others better and be able to accurately predict what’s going to happen in the future. This is an accessible and easy guide that teaches you how to use the
tarot. Fenton’s guidelines combined with the reader’s intuition makes using the cards easy and fun. She provides the meaning of each card and suggestions for spreads that can be used for a variety of purposes—from focusing on the consequences of a particular situation to
resolving a particular question to providing clarity on personal relationships. She also shows us how to link the cards together in a life narrative.
If your tarot cards could speak, what questions would they ask? Questions are powerful catalysts for introspection and self-growth. They can lead us in surprising directions. Or reconnect us to long-buried truths. It is important to take time in our lives every so often
to check in with ourselves and meditate on the thoughts and feelings that well-thought-out questions can generate. Usually we expect tarot cards to provide us with answers. In this book however, you will see that the cards themselves generate questions that you can use as
prompts for journaling and discussion.
Uncover Your Past and Chart Your Future
The Only Tarot Book You'll Ever Need
Rachel Pollack's Tarot Wisdom
Spiritual Teachings and Deeper Meanings
A Beginner's Guide to Learning Tarot Card Reading, Meanings, & Spreads
Your Guide to Intuitive Readings, Rituals, and Spells
Tarot Cards for Beginners
A practical, hands-on guide for using tarot to connect with your ancestors and gain access to their insights for healing, self-protection, and personal powers. With a tarot deck in hand, readers will learn how to identify and access ancestral gifts, messages, powers,
protectors, and healers. Tarot expert Nancy Hendrickson guides readers through the basics of finding recent ancestors, and navigating the confusing maze of DNA and ethnic heritage. As a longtime tarot enthusiast, she shows readers how to incorporate a metaphysical tool
into a world of tradition. Ancestral Tarot spreads are included in relevant chapters. Each chapter includes three journal prompts that lead readers into self-discovery around ancestral gifts, wounds, and patterns they may have inherited. The better we know our ancestors,
the better we know ourselves.
Discover fun and easy ways to use the tarot cards with this hardcover, full-color guide. Llewellyn's Little Book of Tarot is an ideal introduction to using the 78 cards to enhance your life and build a successful divination practice. You'll find an impressive collection of
activities, tips, and prompts that allow you to go at your own pace and explore what reading style works best. Tarot expert Barbara Moore provides a thorough interpretation of each card, explaining the most important elements of it. She also presents sample cards from a
variety of decks, helping you understand how tarot symbols and imagery appear in different artists' work. You'll even delve into divination techniques outside the cards, such as bibliomancy, meditation, and more.
Discover everything you ever wanted to know about the world's most popular tarot deck. The Ultimate Guide to the Rider Waite Tarot details the ten most important symbols on each and every card in the deck complete with hundreds of illustrations for easy use. In addition to
an explanation of the symbols, each card is given a brief interpretation by topic: • Primary meaning • Prognosis or tendency • Spiritual meaning • Love and relationship meaning • Daily meaning • Success and happiness meaning Writing in a convenient format designed for
quick reference, European tarot authorities Johannes Fiebig and Evelin Bürger also provide tips, hints, facts, and lore to improve your reading right away. Within these pages, you will find the top ten most important: • Ways of using a single card • Tips and rules for
interpretation • Facts about the tarot • Interpretations for each suit • Spread layout techniques
The Big Book of Tarot Meanings is a comprehensive guide to tarot card meanings for every category from work and finance to health and relationships written by beloved tarot influencer, Sam the Cosmic Witch.
Fortune Telling by Tarot Cards
Tarot Beginners Guide
Tarot for Self-Care
A Beginner's Guide to Understanding the Tarot
Bring a Peace-Filled, Compassionate Practice to the 78 Cards
Connecting with Your Higher Self through the Wisdom of the Cards
A Practical Guide
The beloved literary iconoclast delivers a fresh twenty-first century primer on tarot that can be used with any deck. While tarot has gone mainstream with a diverse range of tarot decks widely available, there has been no equally mainstream guide to the tarot—one that can be applied to any deck—until now. Infused with beloved iconoclastic author Michelle Tea’s unique insight, inviting
pop sensibility, and wicked humor, Modern Tarot is a fascinating journey through the cards that teaches how to use this tradition to connect with our higher selves. Whether you’re a committed seeker or a digital-age skeptic—or perhaps a little of both—Tea’s essential guide opens the power of tarot to you. Modern Tarot doesn’t require you to believe in the supernatural or narrowly focus
on the tarot as a divination tool. Tea instead provides incisive descriptions of each of the 78 cards in the tarot system—each illustrated in the charmingly offbeat style of cartoonist Amanda Verwey—and introduces specially designed card-based rituals that can be used with any deck to guide you on a path toward radical growth and self-improvement. Tea reveals how tarot offers
moments of deep, transformative connection—an affirming, spiritual experience that is gentle, individual, and aspirational. Grounded in Tea’s twenty-five years of tarot wisdom and her abiding love of the cards, and featuring 78 black and white illustrations throughout, Modern Tarot is the ultimate introduction to the tradition of the tarot for millennial readers.
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO LEARNING EVERYTHING ABOUT THE MYSTICAL WORLD OF TAROT TO GIVE ACCURATE AND SEAMLESS READINGS! So, you want to learn Tarot, but you're not sure where to start. Tarot readings can help you gain insight into your life, relationships, and future. They can provide guidance and support during difficult times, and give you a new perspective on
situations. And it's no secret that Tarot readings can be incredibly helpful and insightful, but learning the meanings of all the cards and how to do a reading can seem daunting at first. It can be overwhelming when you don't know where to start, especially when it comes to learning something new. There's so much information out there, and it's hard to know what's true and what's not.
But, lucky for you, you've found the solution to your problem! Tarot for Beginners is the perfect guide for anyone who wants to learn this ancient divination practice. In this book, you'll learn everything you need to get started, from the basics of reading Tarot cards to more advanced techniques like card symbolism and intuition development. This step-by-step guide breaks down
everything you need to know about Tarot readings, from understanding the symbolism on each card to practicing your intuition with simple exercises! Be mystified and discover: - The history of the cards: The best way to build a strong foundation for learning is by going back to the beginning. Know everything there is to know about Tarot cards! - Arcane secrets explained to beginners:
Decode the deeper meaning behind the symbolism of each card and take your readings to the next level. - How to trust your intuition: With exercises that you can do at home to practice your intuition and feel the truth of the cards in your veins. - In-depth and detailed information: Learn everything from the basics to more advanced techniques all by reading this book! And by the time
you're done, you'll be a master at Tarot. Awaken your intuition and begin your glimpse into the future. SCROLL UP, CLICK ON "BUY NOW", AND BE AMAZED!
The mystery and the appeal of a tarot deck have fascinated people for centuries. In this book, accomplished tarot scholar Marcia Masino reveals her insights into the rich symbolism and the meanings of the cards, while also offering solid instruction in all aspects of tarot reading and practice. Her clear and easy-to-follow style of instruction involves the reader immeditately, and
encourages the blending of thinking and intuition. She follows each section with quizzes for self-testing of comprehension, involving each reader in the process, right from the beginning, and this is a good reason why this book on tarot, first published in 1987, has remained consistently popular through numerous printings. Now, in this Expanded New Edition, Marcia has substantially
added to her very valuable question and answer section that addresses the many questions she has received from students over the years. She also presents an entirely new and unique chapter blending tarot with yoga, with instructions for twenty-two Meditation Postures created by her friend Carolyn Olive, each posture corresponding to a Major Arcana card. Marcia then interprets each
posture for how one can utilize it to awaken its archetypal energy for soul purpose and gifts of the spirit. Within this book, you have a wealth of information on all aspects of tarot, taught in a manner that is easy to assimilate, just as its title promises!
Read Tarot in the Present Moment, Full of Joy, Prosperity, and Peace Fill your heart with abundance and ease by uniting Tarot with the modern mindfulness movement. Combining the card archetypes and meanings with today’s well-researched methods of meditation, this groundbreaking book shows you how to find a clearer path forward through compassion. Mindful Tarot cultivates our
capacity to live and love what is unknown and unresolved. It is a practice of patience and openness, encouraging you to embrace the present moment: complete, lavish, and unconstrained. Lisa Freinkel Tishman teaches you to develop skills on three levels: mindful awareness of yourself and your querent, a deeper relationship with your cards, and a transformed understanding of the
Tarot system. She also provides exercises, analyses of all 78 cards, and step-by-step examples of her own daily practice.
Everything You Need to Know to Learn the Tarot
The Esoteric Tarot
Tarot for Troubled Times
Tarot Plain and Simple
Tarot & Tequila
The Magic of Tarot
The Ultimate Guide to Tarot
Your essential guide to reading tarot cards seamlessly--with confidence and ease Each of us holds gifts deep within and, with tarot, we have the power to unlock those gifts and make transformative discoveries. For beginner tarot readers, learning the cards--all 78 of them--and understanding how to use spreads may seem daunting. Tarot expert Stefanie Caponi explains that interpreting the cards is a blend of knowing the
card meanings, listening to your heart, and trusting your intuition. In her book, Guided Tarot,she offers easy exercises to nurture and grow your intuition, not only to understand the cards' universal meanings, but to channel your own meanings. This comprehensive guide also shows you how to attune your energy to the deck for more accurate readings. Soon you'll be confident in doing readings for yourself and even your
friends. Guided Tarot features: • Guided exercises to strengthen your intuition and tarot interpretation skills. • Tarot card profiles with astrological, numerological, and elemental meanings, guidance for career, love, and spiritual life, and reverse card interpretations. • Beginner's tools offering step-by-step advice to prepare for and perform readings along with a variety of introductory spreads to try • The Celtic Cross
explained and deconstructed to help beginners master this popular spread with ease. • Quick reference chart with card images and key upright and reversed meanings. With Guided Tarot as the companion to your deck, you'll learn more about yourself, get divine guidance with life decisions, and overcome obstacles in your relationships--all while celebrating your unique gifts and honoring your higher self.
LEARN HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY CAST SPELLS AND GIVE ACCURATE READINGS Are you curious about the world of witchcraft? Do you want to step into a world unlike any other? Would you like to peek into the future and see what it beholds? It can be really intimidating to try to learn about something new, especially if it seems like there's a lot of jargon and mystery involved. Wicca and Tarot is the perfect place for
beginners. to start their journey! Learn more about modern witchcraft and start your journey into the craft. This book includes all the tools you need to get started on Tarot and Wicca magic, as well as a starter kit that will teach you everything you need to know about Herbal, Candle, and Crystal Magic. Perform readings like a pro and cast amazing spells in no time! With this book, you ll be able to: - Uncover the mysteries
of the future! - Perform accurate and meaningful tarot readings for yourself and others around you. - Unleash the secrets of the Arcana! - Get a mini encyclopedia with everything about Wiccan Magick. - Learn about magical traditions! - Try out different forms of magic and find what suits you best. - Find exercises so you can practice your readings more often. - Discover the rich history of witchcraft. - Find information that
comes from actual witches! This book includes modern witchcraft, a guide to real tarot card meanings, simple spreads, and exercises for seamless readings. Have all your questions answered and begin practising magic as soon as possible! Venture into the unknown. SCROLL UP, CLICK ON BUY NOW , AND GET STARTED ON YOUR PATH AS A MODERN WITCH!
Discover simple techniques for incorporating the wisdom of tarot into your daily self-care routine with this approachable guide Self-care is an important daily ritual to everyone s lifestyle. But it is about more than simply pampering yourself in a bubble bath or getting a manicure. It s about connecting and understanding your true self. That s where the magic of tarot comes in̶it puts you in touch with your hidden
fears and secret hopes, weaknesses and strengths. These revealing cards do more than simply predict the future. They offer essential, insightful messages from your subconscious, showing a new perspective on how to achieve personal growth. Tarot for Self-Care uncovers how to make the most out of your daily tarot practice with mindful readings, pre-reading rituals, daily one-card check-ins, practices to explore your
intuition, and more. You can think problems over by laying out a spread, ask the cards yes or no questions, or explore your intuitive skills. It will definitely be worth adding these techniques to your tarot self-care toolbox.
Unravel the Mysteries of the Classic Marseille Tarot with This Comprehensive, Full-Color Guide Explore the deep symbolism of a frequently misunderstood deck and use the cards to answer the important questions of life. The Marseille Tarot Revealed explains everything you need to know to start or deepen your Marseille Tarot practice, including history, decks, readings, spreads, symbols, and much more. Yoav Ben-Dov
shares the meaning of the Marseille art motifs and specific reading techniques that can be used with any tarot deck to help you tap in to your own intuition. With full-color illustrations and interpretations for each card, this book is a must-have for anyone who's interested in one of the world's most influential decks. Note: This book is comprised of material previously published as Tarot: The Open Reading by Yoav Ben-Dov.
Classic Marseille Decks New Marseille Decks The French School The English School Tarot and the New Age Handling the Cards Shuffling the Deck How to Read The Meaning of Cards Basic Spreads Reverse Cards The Symbolic Language
The Marseille Tarot Revealed
Advanced Tarot Secrets
How to Read Tarot
Journaling the Tarot
The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings
The Big Book of Tarot
Holistic Tarot

A "how-to" book with 19 lessons and numerous exercises, beginning with the basics and gradually moving into advanced concepts so that you can learn to read the tarot at your own pace. Includes interpretations for all the cards. The author first presented this course on the Internet, and
continues to provide website support for students with questions. 178 illustrations using the popular Waite deck. Appendix. Bibliography. Index.
Beloved by nearly half a million Tarot enthusiasts, Rachel Pollack’s Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom forever transformed the study of Tarot. This much-anticipated follow-up to Pollack’s classic guidebook will inspire Tarot aficionados and inform a new generation of Tarot students. Enhanced by
the author’s personal stories and insights gained over the past three decades, this book on tarot invites you on a fascinating and fun adventure. Offering an abundant array of new ideas mixed in with enlightening discussions about Tarot’s checkered past, this tarot guidebook features
innovative ways to interpret and use Tarot, and a wealth of original spreads to try for yourself—including spreads for predictive, psychological, magical, and spiritual readings. All seventy-eight cards are explored from fresh angles: history, art, psychology, and a variety of spiritual and
occult traditions, using cards from seven diverse decks so you can easily contrast and compare. No matter where your starting point on the path of personal discovery, this tarot book will prove a trusted companion for your journey.
This lovely, full-color guide to tarot provides everything you need to know to read tarot—whether it’s a traditional reading, or a reading for self-reflection or self-discovery. Not long ago, getting your cards read would have conjured images of a mystic shrouded in scarves with a crystal
ball, waving her hands over a spread of cards. Today, a tarot reading is as common as going to yoga or texting a friend. It’s the new way to seek guidance—whether that’s relationship advice or what outfit to wear today. With the help of this beautifully illustrated guide, you’ll be able to
harness this skill to read your own future in tarot cards. Filled with custom card images and easy-to-understand descriptions of each card and many different reading layouts, The Only Tarot Book You’ll Ever Need will help you to master the tarot, whether your aim is to perform traditional
readings, consult the cards as part of a daily self-care ritual, use them for interactive self-reflection, or rely on them as a tool for thinking through particular challenges or questions.
"Professional tarot reader Dave Ross combines tarot cards with mixed drinks from professional mixologists in a magical concoction of a gifty bar book, including both basic and Tequila-inspired (humorous) meanings of all 78 tarot cards that both beginners and advanced tarot readers will relate
to immediately"-Ancestral Tarot
Easy Tarot Guide
Learning the Tarot
A Complete Guide to Symbolism, Meanings & Methods
Tarot for Change
Tarot
Unlock Your Inner Wisdom and Manifest Your Future
That the Tarot originated in ancient Egypt as a divinatory tool is a romantic misconception. Ron Decker’s meticulous scholarship will surprise practitioners and academics alike, revealing the Tarot’s true evolution and meanings as its inventor(s) understood it. The Tarot consists of the Minor
Arcana, four suits of cards similar to our modern deck, and the Major Arcana, twenty-two allegorical or “trump” cards. Decker says the four-suit deck was invented in Asia Minor before AD 1000; Italian courtiers added the trumps in the 1400s. But Tarot was first used as a game. Tarot divination
was only created in the 1700s by a Parisian fortuneteller who based the trump images on Hermeticism, which merges Greco-Egyptian alchemy, astrology, numerology, magic, and mysticism. Today, the suit-cards are often traced to the ancient Jewish Cabala. But, says Decker, they, too, acquired
their meanings only in the 1700s, and he cites a lost numerical system based on Cabala at that time Decker’s interpretation integrates three whole systems-astrological, arithmological, mystagogical (concerning initiation rites into the Mysteries). His depth of knowledge makes the book a musthave for serious students of Tarot and esotericism
Empower your intuition, dive into your dreams, and get to the heart of the matter with this fantastic guide to creating a marvelous, magical tarot practice. Bestselling author and tarot expert Sasha Graham shows you how to bring tarot into daily life with easy-to-use exercises, spreads, and
prompts. The Magic of Tarot opens your eyes to a richer, more enlightened style of divination. Sasha encourages you to flex your intuitive muscles, confidently use tarot magic and spells, and perform readings for other people. She also walks you through all the card meanings, introduces you to
dream and shadow work, helps you interpret colors, numbers, and patterns, and so much more. This book lets you fearlessly jump in and enjoy magical experiences that you'll never forget.
Have you ever wanted to learn tarot, but felt intimidated by the idea of having to memorize the meaning of seventy-eight cards? Or maybe you started learning, but felt disconnected to your deck and gave up? In this comprehensive beginner's guide to tarot, the girl behind The Empress Within
will show you how to use tarot beyond fortune-telling and unlock the intuitive knowledge you have within you so you can use it to manifest your best life and bring about your wildest dreams.In "You Hold The Cards", you will learn: - Why tarot is an excellent tool for introspection and
manifestation, and deepening your connection with spirit.- The history of tarot and The Empress Within's new, secular approach to it.- How to draw out your intuitive knowledge of the twenty-two Major Arcana cards, and their numerological, energetic and astrological correspondences.- Everything
about tarot decks, from how to choose them to how use them, how many to have, and a word on oracle decks and tarot apps.- How to create your very own tarot practice and integrate it to other spiritual practices.- Different methods and ways to read tarot, and various tips and tricks for
connecting cards together into readings, dealing with feeling stuck or burnt-out during a reading, and more.- And finally, how to take your tarot practice to the next level! So don't hesitate any longer, and embark on your life-changing journey through the Major Arcana!
!--[if gte mso 9] ![endif]-- Using the methods of renowned reader Brigit Esselmont, Everyday Tarot blends mysticism with actionable self-help to create a method for building the life you want, using the ancient wisdom of Tarot. This approachable guide, from the founder of the incredibly
popular website Biddy Tarot, brings the allure and guidance of Tarot to contemporary, goal-focused readers through relatable exercises and an emphasis on intuition. Everyday Tarot takes a fresh approach to a timeless art, giving modern soul-seekers the tools they need to access their inner
wisdom and create an inspired life, using the cards as their guide. This contemporary approach to Tarot is empowering, uplifting, powerful, and practical -- instead of seeking to tell the future, this method allows readers to unlock their full potential by connecting more deeply to their own
instincts. This unique book draws on the knowledge of Brigit Esselmont, the founder of Biddy Tarot. Her distinctive approach blends Tarot with personal growth, creating an actionable wellness practice that speaks to contemporary readers. Beginning with Esselmont's personal story of leaving
behind a corporate career to pursue a more grounded, passionate life, this beautiful and useful volume explains how Tarot really works, with a focus on how we approach the cards and draw on our inner wisdom for guidance. Everyday Tarot moves through concrete areas of life (career, romantic
relationships, major goals) and incorporates exercises and sample spreads, alongside a quick-start guide to reading the cards that reinforces big picture concepts and builds confidence as readers begin creating powerful and positive change.
A Tarot Guide with Cocktails
The Ultimate Guide to Real Tarot Card Meanings, Simple Spreads, and Intuitive Exercises for Seamless Readings - Learn Symbolism, History, Secrets, Intuition and Divination.
The Starter Kit for Modern Witches to Learn Herbal, Candle, and Crystal Magic Traditions! Discover Real Tarot Card Meanings, Simple Spreads, and Exercises for Seamless Readings.
Llewellyn's Little Book of Tarot
An Integrative Approach to Using Tarot for Personal Growth
Confront Your Shadow, Heal Your Self & Transform the World
Tarot for Beginners
Tarot Plain and Simple by Anthony Louis is the book you've been waiting for! As the title indicates, this book presents the Tarot in clear language that anyone can understand. If you've had trouble learning the Tarot, this book gives the meaning of each and every one of the 78 Tarot cards—both
in simple terms and in-depth ones, both upright interpretations and those for when a card is drawn reversed. Illustrations are from the elegant and mystic Robin Wood Tarot. This book leaves nothing out! It includes an overview of the history of the Tarot and suggests why this divinatory method
works from a scientific point of view. It even includes several spreads and example readings. That way you can see exactly how the Tarot works, how the cards play off of each other and how to give a reading. Turn to any page and see how you can learn meanings and interpretations. The Five of
Cups shows a cloaked person with head down and three of five cups knocked over, spilling their contents. Upright the card means "mourning." But the key words and phrases give you so much more. It can also mean regret, sadness, loss of trust, an emotional letdown, betrayal in love, and much
more. How can you tell which expression best fits the card? It depends upon where it falls in the spread and the cards that surround or lead up to it. This is explained in the clear but comprehensive section on Tarot card spreads, and is illustrated in the sample readings. If you have been
waiting for an ideal book to help you learn the Tarot, this is it. The longer you wait, the longer it will be before you can give effective Tarot readings. Get out that Tarot deck and get this book today!
The Everyday Tarot Kit offers a fresh approach to Tarot, with a modern, beautifully illustrated deck, a helpful guide to the cards, and a beautiful keepsake box. Everyday Tarot brings a new perspective to the cards, giving modern soul-seekers the tools they need to access their inner wisdom
and create an inspired life. This charming package, featuring stunning cards and a magnetic closure, will appeal to Tarot veterans and novices alike! This kit includes: A 78-card Tarot deck, with fully-illustrated, 2.5 X 3.5-inch cards. An 88-page mini book, with card meanings and sample
spreads. A magnetic-closure keepsake box for card storage.
Unlock the Symbols, Meanings & Magic of the Cards Discover the esoteric roots underlying the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot, the Thoth Tarot, and contemporary decks that share their symbols. This illustrated, card-by-card analysis reveals detailed insights drawn from the multi-layered traditions of
the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, the magical order that most strongly influenced modern tarot, helping you give better readings informed by the history of spiritual practice. For each card, you will discover how astrology, mythology, alchemy, the elements, and Qabalah contribute to the
card's overall meaning. Authors T. Susan Chang and M. M. Meleen, co-hosts of the popular Fortune's Wheelhouse podcast, decipher the symbols and stories of tarot. Their carefully researched synthesis of esoteric ideas is designed to foster a deeper connection with the wisdom of the cards.
Discover the facts, myth, history, and mystery of the spiritual art of Tarot-reading. Whether you want to learn to read the cards or deepen your Tarot interpretation skills,The Ultimate Guide to Tarot honors the deep heritage of Tarot, while guiding you through practical techniques. Tarot
expert Liz Dean offers an overview to all of the important elements of each card from symbols, to links with astrology, kabbala and numerology. The Ultimate Guide to Tarot also includes all the classic tarot spreads â€“ Celtic Cross, Horseshoe, Star and Astrological Year Ahead â€“ plus, a minilayout to try for each of the 22 major cards. Learn how to combine the three essential ingredients of a great tarot reading: knowing the meaning of the cards, how to lay them out, and trusting the intuitive messages the images often spark within us during a reading. This synthesis is the true
magic of tarot. With the authority and confidence this book offers, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot will be the must-have companion for beginner readers and tarot aficionados alike.
How to Interpret the Cards and Work with Tarot Spreads for Personal Growth
Modern Tarot
How to Use Tarot Beyond Divination to Let Your Inner Wisdom Guide You, Improve Your Life, and Manifest Everything You've Ever Dreamed Of.
Wicca & Tarot Bundle
How to Use Tarot to Manifest Your Best Self
A Beginner's Guide to Card Meanings, Spreads, and Intuitive Exercises for Seamless Readings
Enhance Your Readings With the Wisdom of the Zodiac
An incredibly fun, easy-to-follow workbook that shows you how to hear what the cards are trying to tell you-quite simply the world's best Tarot textbook to learn from with or without a Tarot teacher.
Here's how to get 3 to 5 times more information from each spread you cast right now: Ask better questions, do all of your pre-spreadwork, and verify the accuracy of your spread before you start making any predictions.Advanced Tarot Secrets illustrates, step-by-step, how to do all of this. You are about to learn how
to spot patterns in spreads, find spreads hiding in the spreads you already use, and how cards interact with each other. This book reveals the advanced spread techniques and trade secrets used every day by the top psychics in the world. It is ahow-to-do-it handbook for the professional who charges $100 to $1,000 an
hour to wealthy clients who expect results. These skills are essential if you are going to read for celebrity or corporate (or government) clients. Improve your accuracy and strengthen your intuition by practicing the 11 new exercises and playing the 6 new games detailed in this book. You will learn how to: Find lost
items and missing people with the Tarot Manifest practically anything you desire out of thin air using your cards Read the distant past (and future); great for solving mysteries—and crimes Solve problems and brainstorm with the Tarot Overcome writer's block and master storytelling in the section specifically for
authors The Tarot is not a parlor game. In the hands of a master it is a research tool used to read the future and rewrite the events to be. This book is the official textbook for theHouse of White mystery school and it will take your readings to a level of mastery that puts you head and shoulders above most Tarot
readers you will ever meet. There is no guesswork involved with the Tarot, or this book. There are time-tested techniques that work, and it is time that you learn and use them.Advanced Tarot Secrets picks up from where The Easiest Way to Learn the Tarot—Ever!! left off. You build on the knowledge you already have to
deepen your bond with your cards and make them reveal layers of information from the same exact spreads you are using right now. We start you off by learning and doing new exercises, all designed to strengthen your intuition. These simulate the exact methods you use in “real life” readings, and make you infinitely
more comfortable reading for other people. Next we introduce you to 6 new games that teach you how to see the various layers of meaning each card offers, and how cards interact in a spread. These games help you understand how the Tarot reflects the intricacies of daily life: In a simple ten-card spread you can see
more details than three other people reading the same spread. Next come advanced spread basics and advanced spread techniques. Here you apply everything you learn in the exercises and games: Quick and easy ways to clear your deck between clients (useful at parties or working psychic fairs and hotlines) Why every
spread needs a protagonist How to instantly verify the accuracy of your spread (no more bad readings—ever) How to modify your favorite spread to meet your needs for each reading Hidden spreads, spread patterns and themes, the four passes through a spread every reading should have When to use clarification or
expansion cards, how to read cards face down—and why How to give accurate “no-spread readings” And several other advanced techniques Once you understand all of these things, you can dowse with the Tarot, work on archaeological expeditions, work for treasure hunters, work with stock analysts to predict economic
trends, remote view (we don't call it “spying”), solve any problem, design your own spreads and decks, and charge a LOT more for your services. Advanced Tarot Secrets is not “yet another book on the Tarot,” it is a Tarot revolution. This book frees you from the limitations of old worn-out techniques that create no
Ever wished you could have instant access to all the Tarot card meanings for nearly every type of reading . . . Love, career, spirituality and much, much more? Finally! Here's a fresh, modern, practical guide to the meanings of every Tarot card (upright and reversed) without the fluff . . . that's easy to use, too!
"THE ONLY GUIDE TO TAROT CARD MEANINGS YOU'LL EVER NEED" Brigit Esselmont, Founder of Biddy Tarot (the #1 Tarot card meanings website online), shares her most comprehensive guide to the Tarot cards yet!The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings has everything you need to read the Tarot cards like an expert. Just
imagine-all the Tarot card meanings you could ever want, right at your fingertips in this ultimate reference guide. You'll never need to buy another book on the Tarot card meanings again!!Inside The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings, you'll find: Comprehensive upright and reversed Tarot card meanings to help you
interpret the cards like an expert. Images and detailed descriptions of the 78 Rider-Waite Tarot cards to understand their deeper symbolism and significance. Quick reference keyword charts for each Tarot card (including upright and reversed cards) to turbo-charge your learning. Tarot card meanings for everyday
situations including detailed card interpretations for relationships, career, work, finances, spirituality, personality, health, and well-being. Suggested Tarot card combinations and what they mean in a reading Inspiring quotes to increase your conceptual understanding of each card. Why waste time and money on
outdated and confusing Tarot books when you can get the most relevant, modern and useful guide to Tarot card meanings you'll ever need in The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Card Meanings. "This is the most complete, comprehensive and informative book on Tarot I know." Inge Brust "The Guide is a complete lesson in reading,
explaining, and simplifying the 78 cards of the Tarot. It is probably the best learning tool and reference book on the Tarot I have ever seen." Robert Neal "I am in complete awe of your book. It is truly The Ultimate Guide To Life - not only for Tarot card meanings but also for delving into our lives, finding paths
to more enriching lives, seeking answers, and so much more." Cheryl Janzen The paperback book is available with a soft, colour cover and black & white interior.
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Read Book Best Tarot Practices Everything You Need To Know To Learn The Tarot By Marcia Masino 2009 04 01
Designed for beginning as well as experienced tarot readers, Holistic Tarot offers a fresh and easy-to-follow approach to the use of the tarot deck for tapping into subconscious knowledge and creativity. The tarot deck has been used as a divination tool for more than two centuries; while the tarot is still most
commonly thought of as "fortune telling," the true power of the tarot lies in its ability to channel a clear path for our deep intuition to shine through. Consulting the tarot can help clear creativity blockages, clarify ambitions, work through complex decisions, and make sense of emotions and relationships. Whether
used for simple decision-making or an understanding of your life's purpose, learning tarot can be an indispensible tool for being more mindful of the factors that can assist or weaken your efforts toward success. In Holistic Tarot, author Benebell Wen provides a complete guide to using the tarot to foster personal
development. Wen gives a comprehensive overview of the history of the tarot and a wide array of theories on its use (including its relationship to Jungian archetypal psychology and traditional Chinese divination practices) before digging deeply into one of the best-known tarot systems, the Rider-Waite-Smith.
Beginners will find a complete guide to working with the tarot, including choosing and caring for a deck, how best to learn and remember the attributes of the major and minor arcana, the interpretation of cards and spreads, the role of meditation in a tarot practice, and how to use the tarot for improving
relationships, professional development, and personal resilience. More advanced practitioners will appreciate nuanced theoretical discussions of the tarot as well as practical advice about reading others' tarot cards and setting up a practice. Containing over 500 illustrations and detailed information on each card as
well as numerous spreads, Holistic Tarot is a complete compendium of tarot study that every practitioner should have in his or her library. “A modern alchemical achievement.”—Barbara Moore, author of Tarot Spreads “Will become one of the jewels in the crown of tarot literature.” —Anthony Louis, MD, author of Tarot
Beyond the Basics “A tarot classic.”—Sasha Graham, author of Tarot Diva “A magnificent, intelligent, comprehensive overview and innerview of the Rider Waite Smith system of tarot! This is the only guide you need to have. Bravo!” —James Wanless, PhD, author of Voyager Tarot “A huge accomplishment … likely to become
the essential guidebook for serious students of the tarot.”— Joan Bunning, author of Learning the Tarot “No tarot enthusiast should be without this book!”—Chic and Tabatha Cicero, authors of The Golden Dawn Magical Tarot “Arguably the most comprehensive guide to tarot on the market today. It's also innovative: it
deftly combines Eastern mysticism with Western metaphysics. It's an impressive tome that presents a wholly modern, rational approach to tarot practice while preserving notable elements of tradition."—Corrine Kenner, author of Tarot and Astrology
Everyday Tarot
A Practical Guide to Reading the Cards
You Hold The Cards
The Easiest Way to Learn the Tarot-Ever!!
The Big Book of Tarot Meanings
Decoding Esoteric Symbolism in Modern Tarot
A Tarot Book for Beginners
Out of Darkness Comes the Light of Transformation Each of us has a shadow that darkens our inner and outer lives. In Tarot for Troubled Times, Shaheen Miro and Theresa Reed show us how working with the shadow—facing it directly, leaning into it rather than away—releases power that can free ourselves from negative mental habits and destructive emotions to find healing
ourselves and others. Tarot, as the authors show, offers a rich and subtle path for this profound transformation. Through this book, you will discover a different approach to tarot, life, and self-empowerment. Befriend our shadow by working with the archetypes of the Major Arcana Discover—through affirmations, tarot prescriptions, and other healing modalities—how to empower
ourselves and find our true voices Take our newly found powers and speak out so that we can become a helpful ally for the light and begin to do your greater work in the world Tarot for Troubled Times is not just another book on how to read the tarot—the authors provide specialty readings and suggested practices for issues such as grief, addiction, depression, fear, anger,
divorce, illness, abuse, and oppression, and provide practical suggestions for stepping up as an ally or leader so that you can shape social policies. With a selection of mindful, introspective tarot spreads, you’ll learn how the Tarot can help you rewrite your healing story and change your life, and help transform the world.
Joan Bunning's The Big Book of Tarot offers a complete course on how to use the tarot cards for personal guidance. The author communicates the basic depth and beauty of each card and shows how the cards trigger psychological projection, enhance intuition, and improve communication with the Inner Guide. While there are countless books devoted to tarot, what sets Joan
Bunning apart from every other writer on the subject is her ability to take a rather complicated esoteric system and break it down into clear, manageable, and easily learned parts. The lessons Bunning offers cover the basics and then move gradually into more advanced concepts. Exercises and sample responses for each lesson help you learn and practice. The book includes:
Lessons on how to consider one card by itself, how to look for card pairs, and how to create the "story" of a reading A convenient reference section that contains two pages of information for each card including a picture from the popular Waite deck, a description, keywords, action phrases, and suggestions for cards with similar and opposite meanings An exploration of the
meaning of reversed cards and how to work with them to give tarot readings a natural flow of high points and low points without abrupt transitions Practical insights on how to work with and interpret a wide variety of tarot spreads Note to the Reader: This book consists of material drawn from the author's many previous books as well as new material.
Discover the only guide you'll ever need to unlock the power of the tarot deck to help you decipher the present moment and take your tarot reading skills to the next level! If you've ever wanted to become proficient at using the tarot deck, but have no idea where to begin, if you have nagging questions about what current events in the present might mean for you, then this
guide is just what you need. In Tarot for Beginners, Eva Gibson gets rid of the fluff and shows you how you can get started mastering the tarot deck. From forming a powerful connection with your tarot deck to completely understanding the various tarot spreads and when to use each one depending on the answer you're searching for, this guide has everything you need to
accelerate personal growth and self-awareness. Among the insights contained in Tarot for Beginners, you're going to learn: All you need to know about the tarot deck, its history, the practice of tarot reading and the right way to work with tarot cards The different types of tarot decks and how to choose the one that is right for you and best suitable for your needs as a beginner
Reasons why you should keep a tarot journal as a beginner Simple steps to help you get acquainted with your tarots cards and connect with them Step-by-step instructions to get started reading the tarot deck by practicing on yourself A concise guide to comprehending the major and minor arcana, as well as their interpretations The different types of tarot spreads and detailed
information on when and how to use each one ...and more! Even if you're a complete beginner to the world of tarot reading and are looking for a detailed guide to help you get started, Tarot for Beginners contains tons of insights and practical advice that will help you on your journey to becoming a proficient tarot reader without being overly simplistic or intimidatingly complex.
Scroll to the top of the page and select the "Buy Now" button to expand your tarot skills today!
"Contains material adapted from The Everything Tarot Book, 2nd Edition by Skye Alexander."
The Beginner's Guide to Reading the Cards
Guided Tarot
A Little Book of Big Questions
Best Tarot Practices
Tarot and Astrology
Everyday Tarot Mini Tarot Deck
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